
Thank you for your purchase.  Once bike is removed from box please follow these directions: 
 

1. Remove all packaging carefully not to cut any bike wires. 
 

2. Lift handlebars base or head tube and snap lever to lock in.  Remove handlebar bracket 
on top of base and center handlebars in bracket and tighten. Handlebars will now have 
to be straightened and aligned perpendicular to suspension fork by using the allen 
wrench. Find bolts at bottom of head tube base and loosen bolts and straighten then 
re-tighten.(See video)   https://youtu.be/dTwhWpG4-bE 
  

 
 

 
Replace and tighten bracket 
 



 
Loosen both bolts and align with front fork and re-tighten bolts. 
 

3. Light and front fender now need to be attached at top of front suspension fork. Place the 
bolt first through the bottom of the light, then through the hole on top of front fender, then 
through hole at top of fork.  Place nut and washer on opposite side and tighten.  

 
 

 
 

4. Loosen the bolts on the front wheel hub.  Install the front wheel  into front fork aligning 
the brake disc into brake caliper and tighten. 
 
 



 
 

5. Place seat into seat tube and close locking latch to desired height 
6. Install pedals. Pedals are marked R for right and L for left. Right pedal turn right to 

tighten.  Left pedal turn left to tighten. 
7. Optional: assemble mirrors, iphone holder and bike bag to bike. 

 
8.  *Important* Charge the battery for a complete 4 hours cycle or when the charger light 

goes from red to green.  To charge battery connect the charger to the outlet cord. Then 
connect the charger to the battery. Finally plug into an outlet and charge.  Battery is 
removable so you can charge on bike or remove and charge separately.  

9. To remove the battery from bike turn the key while pushing inward until the battery 
releases from the battery glider. Note: Do not lose keys, there are no duplicates. 

10. Tire pressure is very important for the life of your bike.  Optimal level is 25-30 psi. 
11. Register your bike at https://www.bestebicycles.com/register 
12. Most importantly have fun! 
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